
www.VoiceMan.com provides an intere-
sting insight into this side of this career.
Returning to Sliquid, the US supplier has
a range of intimate lubricants, body
washes, shaving creams and sexual en-
hancers. “We formulate all our products
for women's safety, even our men's

range,” he explains. “We offer a
point of difference for the

health conscious con-
sumer.” All their products

are void of any animal pro-
ducts, which explains why they do not
contain glycerine. “Glycerine comes
from all over the world and is usually a
by-product in the manufactu-
ring process of soap. It can
contain animal fat, vege-
table waste and other disgu-
sting ingredients,” he explains.
Manufacturers use glycerine because of
its hydrating and lubricant properties. 
“We use plant cellulose in the form of
cotton fibres. It may not keep as long as

glycerine but we believe the he-
alth benefits outweigh the lon-
gevity factor.” In addition, Sli-
quid products contain neither
glycol nor parabens as this
helps neutralize the pH le-
vels and whereas in the toy
and novelty sector, the
market trend is focused on
quality and consumer safety,
the lubricant market is di-
stinguished by a completely
different consumer pattern
of behaviour. “Many people
buy lubricants for various

reasons, the first
is the price,
the second is

brand recog-
nition. There are

some huge names in the lu-
bricant market that produce
absolute crap, but it sells be-
cause people know the brand

Unlike consumer behaviour in the novelty sector, consumers tend to be guided by price when it comes
to choosing the right lubricant. Dean Elliot wants to change this attitude with his company, Sliquid, a
US supplier of lubricants that are characterized by high consumer safety levels.
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continued on page 44

Sliquid – for the health 
conscious consumer

“We were the first and still the only
company to offer a full range of vegan,
glycerine & glycol free products,” Dean
Elliot, president of Sliquid, LLC, answers
when asked why he decided to join such
a highly competed market. “Then in Ja-
nuary 2007 we added paraben free
across the board as well.” Dean
has been in the business
for five years now and
describes his company as
being small, which helps him
and his team to keep better control of
the quality of their products. Dean also
has another career parallel to running
the Sliquid company. He is a voice-over
announcer and his voice is recognized
across US households. He has the been
the voice of Volvo for over six years and
also works as a contract voice for WWE
(World Wrestling Ent.). Andrea Bocelli
(Universal Music), WCL (Chuck Norris'
World Combat League) and various
other projects. His website  HYPERLINK 
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name.” The third is fancy packaging.
“You cannot fill a plain
bottle with a fantastic
product and expect
people to buy it,”
Dean says and goes
on to say that he
had to learn this
lesson the hard
way. “I do believe,
though, that more
and more consumers
are coming round and begin-
ning to care about what's in the product
and how it can affect them. There are
many companies like Freddy and Eddy,
Good Vibes who help by educating their
consumers and legitimizing Sliquid's
message.” He hopes that packages with
explicit images will soon be a thing of
the past as tubes and bottles in fashio-
nable colours become the trend. “There
are some companies out there who feel
the need to show images of a man's ass
on the label to sell the product. I have
never been a believer in
that, not that I am
prude, but I do think
that colours attract
emotion and so I do
believe that many ma-
nufacturers use colour
to their advantage.”
Sliquid products target
women between the age 25
and 54 and their Ride range is for men
of all ages. “We supply physicians with
our products for medical prescription
but our main business is to aid women
with vaginal dryness or as an enhancer
for those who need or want extra moi-

sture.” Dean is aware that bran-
ding in such a satu-

rated market

is imperative and
to arouse brand awareness they adver-
tise in women's magazines, trade publi-
cations. “We promote our powerful
image to those who truly want only the
best and safest lubricant they can buy:”
The Sliquid message is also transported
worldwide by blogs. “We have 2000 visi-
tors to our website every week and we

try to steer them to our retailers. We
have also done radio promotion and
carried out competitions in the larger
stores.” Another good idea to promote
the brand logo is by merchandising and
consumers can buy T-shirts and caps bea-
ring the Sliquid logo. However,
for Dean it is not just

about selling. He
wants to

educate the consumer. “Perhaps there is
someone who doesn't need our lubri-
cant or who prefers to buy another pro-
duct so that we don't generate a sale,
but we have educated the consumer
and he might pass the information on
and this might be passed on to someone
who will buy our products and use it.”
The Sliquid range is available through

larger retail chains and webs-
hops. the Ride Lube product

is sold directly to the con-
sumer. BMC Intimate is re-
sponsible for the distribu-
tion of Sliquid in Europe
and they are still looking

for the right distributor for
the Ride Lube.  New products

are in the pipeline and of course
these will fulfil the Sliquid highest stan-
dards. “We are currently working on a
new product range that will have bot-
anical features,” Dean reveals. “We shall
also be launching Sliquid Stim, a clitoris
stimulant that is free of amino acids and
also on-the-go fun kits for
women.”                  •
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